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War is an instrument entirely
inefficient toward redressing
wrong; and multiplies, instead
of indemnifying losses.
-Thomas Jefferson

And So Histor y
Repeats…
by Elise Conley ~ New Blood

In an effort to return to their
days of glory, approximately
20 states—most of which
were members of the Confederate States of America—
have petitioned the federal
government to secede from
the Union. Since it worked
so well for them in the past,
these states have officially
sent petitions to the government asking to form their
own “NEW” governments.
Most of the petitions submitted thus far have come from
solidly conservative states,
including most of the Deep
South and reliably separatist
Texas. All told, petitions have
been filed on behalf of 20
states: Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon,
South Carolina, Tennessee,
and Texas.
see Cruise on back

Scientists Flock as Mating Spectacle Begins!
By Jon “Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Scientists around the world are flocking to Lake Natron in Tanzania to see all
the buzz regarding the Flamingo Mating Ritual. Early reports are that there
have been hundreds of thousands of
birds flocking to the region to begin
the majestic mating dance.

iar with the Tech Ratio have decided
to help the flamingos. From dropping
axe bombs, CoD and Halo paraphernalia, to teaching the flamingos how
to be total douche bags, the scientists
are doing everything in their power to
help as many flamingos as possible.

However, reports are coming in that
the ratio of flamingos is somewhere
along the lines of the Tech Ratio. This
could pose disaster for the flamingos
as they attempt to mate, making competition fierce, and possibly deadly.

When asked why they were interfering with nature, many scientists were
hesitant to respond. We did however
get one to answer our questions.

To make things easier on the male deficient population, the scientists, many
of them locals from the UP, and famil-

“Well, you know, having been from
Tech I can see what they’re going
through. I just studied what worked at
Tech. Be a douche, wear a ton of axe,
drink, and play CoD. That seems to

see Missile on back

The Steaming Pile

Straight from You-Know-Where!

Things to Not Stuff Turkeys With
Condensed MegaMilk
Blow and Hookers
Nutella
Kittens
KY Jelly
Fleshlights
Skin cells
Weed from Colorado
Orphan Tears
Plutonium
An unopened can of beer
MOTHERFUCKING BOOTLEG
FIREWORKS
A bag of unpopped popcorn
Oven de-greaser
Arsenic
Ghost peppers
Absentee ballots

Herpes
Road kill
Beef tips
BEEEEEEEEEES
Pickles
Yellow starbursts
Stripes
A vegan
A vibrator
Liquid Viagra
Everclear
Stool softener
Broomballs
A Fetus
Giblets
Season 2 of Firefly on DVD
Hickory Smoked Horse Buttholes
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

The rarely-seen rugby game that officially opens flamingo mating season.

You know you’ll leave that assignment over
break for Sunday night, so stop kidding
yourself and have a stress-free holiday!

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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ple to alter or abolish it, and institute
new Government,” a phrase the writers probably googled before copying and pasting it into their petitions.

work at the majority of colleges too, significant mating event since 2007,
not just Tech. I figure if it works for us, and many scientists are hoping for it
it must work for them.
to be a success. At least here, compared to Houghton, the female flaA team of statisticians are already on mingos are guaranteed to find themthe scene, checking out and collect- selves a mate, something that is not
ing data on the flamingo mating pairs, always guaranteed at Tech, so there’s
and seeing how well the new inter- a plus for our fabulous feathered feventions are working. This is the first male friends.

You sound like Greece wanting to
separate itself from the European
Union because they don’t want to
pay Germany back. This is why Britain
should revoke your independence—
The Tea Party is practically jumping you clearly can’t manage yourselves.
with glee at this turn of events and Democracy has spoken, bitches.
has requested that its supporters “fax
blast all 100 Senators and 435 repre- God Save the Queen.
sentatives.” They seem to have forgotten that no one owns a fax machine.
Email blasting will probably have the
same effect as the mail the Nigerian
princes keep sending you. Or the estate agents for your dead Moroccan
uncle who need your bank informaUpon a close examination of all of tion to send you a very large inherithe filed petitions, we can agree that tance.
the people who wrote them simply
copied the preamble for the Decla- Upon a broad examination of the
ration of Independence and titled past, we discover that the South had
it “Petition for a NEW Government.” their asses chopped off and handed
Many of the petitions invoke the Dec- to them. Unfortunately, if the number
laration of Independence’s dramatic of Confederate flags I’ve seen is any
assertion that “Governments are in- indicator, the presence of the Constituted among Men, deriving their federate south is still a force to be
just powers from the consent of the reckoned with. None of the petitions
governed, that whenever any Form of explicitly cite Obama’s reelection as
Government becomes destructive of a reason for independence, but all
these ends, it is the Right of the Peo- were created after last week’s elections. Coincidence? I think not.
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Of course, the likelihood of the government granting them their new government is about the same as Tech
closing for a week because of snow.
However, the White House must issue a response if the petition receives
25,000 signatures within 30 days. As
of Monday afternoon, the petition for
the state of Texas has gained more
than 25,300 signatures. That total was
reached in less than three days. Congratulations, Texas. You’ve officially
become the first state in recent memory to make a complete ass of itself.
Quit whining.
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